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QUESTION: 70 
Which advanced volume setting in Xsan Admin affects the performance of many metadata 
operations? 

A. InodeStripeWidth  
B. Buffer Cache Size 
C. CapacityThreshold 
D. Block Allocation Size 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 71 

Which file contains the IP addresses of all metadata controllers in an Xsan SAN?
 

A. fsmlist 
B. role.plist 
C. volume.cfg 
D. fsnameservers  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 72 
Which action will increase the storage capacity of an established Xsan SAN without 
requiring you to unmount or stop any of the Xsan volumes in the SAN? 

A. Add LUN(s) to the SAN. 
B. Add volume(s) to the SAN. 
C. Addstorage pool(s) to the SAN. 
D. Reduce the Xsan volume's block allocation size. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 73 
Using Xsan Admin, you are creating a new storage pool named Affinity on your Xsan 
volume, but Xsan Admin will not let you add the storage pool. Which step should you 
perform so that you can complete your task? 

A. Give the storage pool a name that is not reserved by Xsan. 26



       
       

 

  

 
     

      

 

 

B. Disable ACLs on the Xsan volume before adding the storage pool. 
C. In Terminal, use the cvadmin tool with the -affinity optionto add the storage pool. 
D. Create a folder and assign it to a group called "Affinity" with read/write access to the 
folder. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 74 
Review the screenshot of the Xsan Admin's Expand Volume pane, then answer the 
question below. 

You want to assign the JandMandD affinity tag to the xsan1data6 LUN shown in the 
screenshot. You stop the Xsan volume, and try to add the xsan1data6 LUN, but you are 
unable to do so. Which statement offers the MOST LIKELY explanation for this behavior? 

A. Storage pools can only contain an even number of LUNs. 
B. You cannot add smaller LUNs to a storage pool that already contains larger LUNs. 
C. You cannot expand storage pools that store journaling data and metadata after they are 
created. 
D. You must change the volume's File Expansion Max setting, which requires that you 
destroy and then recreate the volume, before adding the LUN. 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 75 

Xsan volume names can be no longer than ________ characters. 


A. 16 
B. 32 
C. 64 
D. 70 
E. 251 
F. 255 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 76 
You have several 4 TB LUNs from an older Xsan installation that you want to reuse in a 
new Xsan 2 volume. When you open the Xsan Admin utility that was installed with Xsan 
2, the LUNs are shown as 2 TB in size. To use the full capacity of these LUNs, which step 
should you complete before adding the LUNs to storage pools in the new Xsan 2 volume? 

A. In Terminal, enter cvfsck -K to reset the journal for these LUNs. 
B. Using Disk Utility, reinitialize the LUNs by clicking the Erase button. 
C. In Terminal, enter snfsdefrag -s to reclaim the unused portion of the LUNs. 
D. Using Xsan Admin, select the LUNs, and from the Action pop-up menu choose Remove 
LUN Label, and then Change LUN Label to relabel the LUNs. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 77 
You have two Xsan 2 volumes, Vol1 and Vol2, and you want to move the LUNs from Vol1 
to Vol2. Which statement describes a supported method of preparing LUNs from Vol1 for 
use in Vol2? 

A. In Terminal, enter the command sudo xsanctl destroy Vol1. 
B. InFinder, delete the cvlabels file on the active metadata controller. 
C. Using Disk Utility, click the Erase button to reinitialize the Vol1 LUNs. 
D. Using Xsan Admin, select Vol1 from the SAN Assets column and choose Destroy 
Volume from the Action pop-up menu. 

Answer: D 
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